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Figure 1: M IS V IS helps users assess a website’s reliability and understand how the site may be involved in spreading false
information by visualizing its hyperlink connectivity. When a user visits a website, M IS V IS is displayed interstitially over the website,
blurring its contents and blocking user interactions. The M IS V IS user interface consists of (A) a Header message about the reliability
of the website being visited by the user, (B) brief Explanation about how to interpret the M IS V IS visualization, and (C) the Main
Window that visualizes the connectivity of the visited website in two coordinated views: Graph View and Summary View. (1) The
Graph View shows how the website connects to other websites via hyperlinks. Dots are websites, and edges are hyperlinks; the site
being visited is shown in the middle. M IS V IS visualizes the information flow among sites through animation. (2) The Summary View
shows the site’s overall reliability by summarizing the reliability of its connected sites. In both views, controversial sites are shown in
orange, verified in purple, and unlabeled in gray.

A BSTRACT
As the information on the Internet continues growing exponentially,
understanding and assessing the reliability of a website is becoming
increasingly important. Misinformation has far-ranging repercussions, from sowing mistrust in media to undermining democratic
elections. While some research investigates how to alert people to
misinformation on the web, much less research has been conducted
on explaining how websites engage in spreading false information.
To fill the research gap, we present M IS V IS, a web-based interactive
visualization tool that helps users assess a website’s reliability by
understanding how it engages in spreading false information on the
World Wide Web. M IS V IS visualizes the hyperlink connectivity
of the website and summarizes key characteristics of the Twitter
accounts that mention the site. A large-scale user study with 139
participants demonstrates that M IS V IS facilitates users to assess and
understand false information on the web and node-link diagrams can
be used to communicate with non-experts. M IS V IS is available at
the public demo link: https://poloclub.github.io/MisVis.
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I NTRODUCTION

As the information on the Internet continues growing exponentially,
understanding and assessing the reliability of a website is becoming
increasingly important. Misinformation has far-ranging repercussions, from sowing mistrust in media to undermining democratic
elections [36, 42]. For example, in the 2016 U.S. election, the top
20 fake news stories on Facebook had higher engagement than
the top 20 true ones [43]. Some research investigates how to alert
people to fake news on the web [12, 22, 24]. Yet, warning about
fake news alone does not necessarily help people learn about how
to assess information reliability [32, 40]. Little research has been
conducted on explaining how websites engage in spreading the false
information [16, 31].
To fill this research gap, we present M IS V IS, a web-based interactive visualization tool that helps users assess a website’s reliability
by understanding how it engages in spreading false information on
the web and social media. Built on top of our early prototype [25],
we design and develop M IS V IS following the design study methodology by Sedlmair et al. [38]. M IS V IS’s design is inspired by
the recent findings from Sehgal et al. [39] that the reliability of a
website is closely related to how it is connected to other websites

through hyperlinks and how it is shared on social media. We define
false information to encompass all types of fake or inaccurate information on the web, such as misinformation, disinformation and
conspiracy [48]. Our M IS V IS research contributes:
• Abstracting the Problem of Explaining Website Reliability.
In collaboration with AVAST, a large cybersecurity company,
we characterize the problem of explaining website reliability to
non-expert users as the task of visualizing and summarizing websites’ hyperlink connectivity and Twitter mentions. We design
and develop the web-based interactive M IS V IS tool (Fig. 1) to accomplish that task, helping users better understand how websites
engage in spreading false information.
• Evaluation of Visualization Design of M IS V IS. A largescale user study with 139 participants shows that M IS V IS
effectively helps users identify and understand false information on the web. For a demo video of M IS V IS, visit
https://youtu.be/BRp3tedaNeg.
• Reflection and Design Lessons. Our iterative design process
and study results have made discoveries relating to the larger
research area of visualization, adding to the body of knowledge
that benefits researchers, e.g., our large-scale user study shows
that non-experts can easily comprehend node-link diagrams for
understanding hyperlink connectivity; and that displaying interstitial [22] visualization could increase its ease of use.
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R ELATED W ORKS

Reliability assessment of web information. To help people assess the factualness of web information, online platforms, such as
Snopes [20], FAIR [3], FactCheck.org [2], and PolitiFact [4] focus
on helping people manually validate information, while Ciampaglia
et al. [9] introduces a computational fact-checking technique. To
curb misinformation on social media, Facebook [27] and Twitter [35]
have been adding warning labels to alert users to false information,
and web-browser extensions have been developed to detect fake news
on social media [1,29]. However, most existing techniques primarily
focus on alerting people to false information [11, 12, 22–24]. Much
less research has been conducted on explaining how websites engage
in spreading false information [16, 31].
Hyperlink connectivity visualization. While the visualization
community has developed techniques for understanding graph structures [10, 44, 45, 49], cybersecurity researchers primarily focus on
studying hyperlink graphs to better understand website relationships [6, 16, 37]. However, little research has focused on visualizing
hyperlink connectivity to accomplish the goal of explaining website
reliability [6]. Furthermore, to the best of our knowledge, there
have not been large-scale studies that evaluate whether non-experts
can easily comprehend node-link diagrams for understanding hyperlink connectivity [10, 45]. To fill the above research gaps, we
design, develop, and evaluate M IS V IS to help the general public better understand how websites engages in spreading false information
through visualizing website connections as node-link diagrams.
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D ESIGN G OALS

We have been collaborating closely with security and misinformation
domain experts at AVAST since August 2021, iteratively designing
and developing M IS V IS; we identified three design goals (G1-G3):
G1. Easily Understandable Visualization. While graph visualizations has been developed to better understand hyperlink
connectivity [47], there has been little research on whether
non-experts can easily understand them [45]. M IS V IS aims to
visualize hyperlink connectivity in a way that is easy for the
general public to understand.
G2. Credibility Identification. For users to trust M IS V IS’s visualizations about websites that they may visit (or to turn away

from, as they spread false information), it is important for M IS V IS to maintain high credibility [8, 19]. We design M IS V IS to
be transparent and neutral in terms of website reliability labels.
G3. Easy to Use. To prevent warnings about false information
from being ignored [22, 40], we aim to design M IS V IS not to
require users any extra efforts to use and understand.
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4.1

Overview

We design M IS V IS to help users assess a website’s reliability by
visually explaining how the website engages in spreading false information on the web and social media. Based on our discussion with
AVAST cybersecurity experts and building on previous work [39],
we characterize the problem of explaining website reliability to nonexpert users as the task of visualizing and summarizing websites’
hyperlink connectivity and Twitter mentions.
Dataset. For website reliability and connectivity, we employ the
dataset collected by Sehgal et al. [39], which consists of 1,059 misinformational and 1,059 informational websites that are collected
and labeled by combining four publicly available datasets, BS Detector [34], Columbia Journalism Review, FakeNewsNet [41], and
Media Bias Fact Check [5]. We reveal these label sources in M IS V IS
for better transparency (G2). M IS V IS labels the misinformational
websites as controversial to encompass all types of false information, such as misinformation, disinformation, and conspiracy (G2).
The informational and unlabeled domains are labeled as verified
and unlabeled, respectively.
For the Twitter user data, Twitter’s Search Tweets API1 has been
used with the query “which websites are shared by which Twitter
users”. Then, the Twitter users who have recently mentioned at least
one of the websites in the website reliability dataset described above
have been added to the Twitter user dataset. Among these Twitter
users, we identified bot accounts using the botometer-python API2 .
User Interface. M IS V IS is displayed interstitially when a
user visits a website [22] (G3). We implement M IS V IS using the standard HTML/CSS/JavaScript web technology stack
and the D3.js visualization library [7]. M IS V IS is available at
https://poloclub.github.io/MisVis.
4.2

Main Window

M IS V IS’s Main Window (Fig. 1C) visualizes the connectivity of the
visited website in two coordinated views: Graph View (Fig. 1⃝)
1
and Summary View (Fig. 1⃝).
The Graph View shows how a
2
website is connected with other websites by hyperlinks and how
the information would flow through the links. The Summary View
presents the visited site’s overall reliability by summarizing the
reliability distributions of its connected sites.
4.2.1

Graph View

The Graph View (Fig. 1⃝)
1 explains how a user-visited website
engages in spreading false information. Specifically, it shows how
a visited website is connected to other websites by hyperlinks and
how false information would flow through the links.
Each website is represented by a circular node, whose color
indicates the site’s reliability; orange for controversial, purple for
verified, and gray for unlabeled. The label unlabeled is assigned
to content aggregators (e.g., google.com) or sites whose labels are
not yet available. The nodes are arranged along two concentric
rings, based on how they are connected to the visited website. The
website being visited is shown in the center. The visited site’s 1hop (directly linked) and 2-hop neighbors are positioned on the
1 https://developer.twitter.com/en/docs/twitterapi/v1/tweets/search/guides/standard-operators
2 https://github.com/IUNetSci/botometer-python
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Figure 2: Twitter Window presents two key characteristics of the Twitter
accounts that mention the visited website (e.g., zerohedge.com [13,
17]): (1) the reliability distributions of the other sites shared by those
Twitter accounts and (2) the number of bots among those accounts.

Figure 3: The Settings Panel allows users to switch the view of the
Main Window between the Graph View and the Summary View; switch
the Summary View mode between normalized and absolute; select
which reliability labels to visualize in the Main Window; show or hide
the outer ring for 2-hop neighbors; and show or hide the visualization
for the websites that the visited website contains hyperlinks to.

4.3
inner and outer ring, respectively. We include neighbors up to 2
hops away, because a 2-hop neighborhood provides rich connectivity
information for understanding the spread of false information [16,39]
without creating overwhelming visual complexity.
Hyperlinks between two sites are represented as edges. When a
user hovers over a node, M IS V IS visualizes how information flows
to or from that node. When a website A links to website B, M IS V IS
shows an animated line going from A to B. When none of the nodes
is hovered, the hyperlinks between the visited website and its 1-hop
neighbors are animated by default to draw the user’s attention to the
visited site shown in the center (Fig. 1⃝)
1
To enhance the readability of the node-link diagram by arranging
the nodes to reduce edge crossings (G1), we lay out the nodes using
the force-directed layout [14] via the d3-force API3 . Also, we use
a straight line to connect two nodes that are on different rings (e.g.,
connecting a 1-hop neighbor and a 2-hop neighbor) and a curved
line to connect two nodes that are on the same ring (e.g., connecting
two 1-hop nodes).
4.2.2

Summary View

The Summary View (Fig. 1⃝)
2 helps users understand the visited
site’s reliability by providing a quantitative summary of its connected
sites’ reliability. The Summary View displays a summary statement
(e.g., “22 controversial websites are linking to the site you are visiting”) and a doughnut chart that shows the reliability distributions of
the sites linked with the visited site. As it is common for the sites
with false information to link to each other via hyperlinks [46], the
summary statement raises the user’s awareness of the visited site’s
risk by highlighting the number of linked controversial sites.
The doughnut chart summarizes the reliability distributions of its
connected sites in two rings; the inner and outer rings represent the
visited site’s 1-hop and 2-hop neighbors, respectively. In the center
of the rings, we display the percentage of controversial sites among
all the sites in the chart. The number and percentage that an arc in
the doughnut chart stands for can be viewed by hovering the arc.
The Summary View visualizes the neighboring sites’ reliability
in two modes: normalized and absolute mode. In the normalized
mode, one full ring is for 100% of the sites in the ring; for example,
if 5 out of 10 directly connected sites are controversial, half of the
inner ring is colored in orange. In the absolute mode, each ring is
evenly divided into 100 arc segments, and each segment corresponds
to one website; for example, 5 controversial sites are represented
by 5 orange arc segments. We experimented with the number of
segments beyond 100 but decided not to use more than 100 segments
as they became illegible. If there are more than 100 sites in a ring,
M IS V IS shows a pop-up message informing that the limit has been
reached and reverts to the normalized mode.
3 https://github.com/d3/d3-force

Twitter Window

As false information is often shared and propagates on social media [26, 30], the Twitter Window (Fig. 2) informs users of how the
visited website is shared on Twitter. At the top of the Twitter Window, users can see the percentage of the controversial websites
among the sites shared by the Twitter users that have mentioned the
visited website. If the percentage of controversial sites mentioned
by the common Twitter users with the visited website is high, the
visited site is likely to be controversial as well, since prolific spreaders of false information often mention multiple controversial sites
on Twitter. Below, the number of bot Twitter accounts that have
mentioned the visited website is displayed. As bot accounts are commonly deployed to spread false information [18, 28], a high number
of bots strongly implies that the site would contain false information.
The Twitter Window can be shown and hidden by clicking the social
media button at the top-right corner of the Main Window.
4.4

Settings Panel

The Settings Panel (Fig. 3) is used to (1) switch the view of the Main
Window between the Graph View and the Summary View (Sect. 4.2),
(2) switch the Summary View mode between normalized and absolute (Sect. 4.2.2), (3) include or exclude certain reliability labels to
or from the visualization in the Main Window, (4) show or hide the
outer ring for 2-hop neighbors, and (5) show or hide the visualization
for the websites that the visited website contains hyperlinks to, in
addition to the websites with hyperlinks to the visited website. By
default, we display both 1-hop and 2-hop neighbors of the visited
website as 2-hop neighborhood can provide rich information for the
connectivity [16, 39]. On the other hand, the sites that the visited
website has hyperlinks to is not shown in the default setting as a controversial site can deliberately link to a large number of reputable
sites to falsely inflate its credibility and mislead users [15].
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D ESIGN VALIDATION

BY

U SER S TUDY

To validate the effectiveness of M IS V IS, we conducted a large-scale
user study. We recruited 150 U.S.-based participants from Prolific4 ,
an online platform designed for academic research. The participants’
ages range from “18-24 years old” to “65 or older”. They consume
news from a variety of sources, including news websites, social
media, and television. The study for each participant lasted for
around 15 minutes and we compensated each participant with $2.50;
we paid a $1.00 bonus to the participants who provided feedback for
the open-ended survey questions.
5.1

Procedure

We first asked participants to watch a 2-minute tutorial video about
how to use M IS V IS. After that, to ensure high quality result, we
asked the participants to answer 3 simple questions about the video.
4 https://www.prolific.co/

Average Usability and Usefulness Ratings from 139 Participants

Agree (5)

4.32
4.19
4.12
4.09

Overall, it was easy to
use the tool
understand how to use the tool
understand website reliability
understand website connectivity

4.13
4.27

Overall, the tool helps me learn about
the reliability of the websites I visited
the connectivity of the websites I visited

4.53
4.34
4.37

It was easy to understand
animated lines in the Graph View
Summary View
Twitter Window

4.06
3.92
4.04

It was helpful for assessing the visited websites' reliability to know
the outer ring in addition to the inner ring
reliability of the sites shared by Twitter users mentioning visited website
the number of bot Twitter accounts mentioning the visited sites

4.01
3.57
3.83

Overall, I enjoyed using the tool
I am interested in recommending the tool to my family or friends
I am interested in using the tool in the future

Disagree (1)

Figure 4: Average ratings from 139 participants about M IS V IS. Most
participants found M IS V IS and its features easy to use and helpful.

Then, we asked participants to use M IS V IS in a hypothetical scenario where they were using a search engine to look up information
to write an essay about the “islands in the East China Sea with territorial dispute”, a topic that is less likely to evoke extreme emotions
among most U.S.-based participants. We provided the participants
with the hypothetical search result page showing a list of websites
(similar to those returned by search engines). They were asked to
visit the first two websites in sequence. To prevent exposing the
participants to false information and to help them focus on the visualization, when they clicked on a website, M IS V IS was displayed
interstitially [22]; the website contents were blurred, user interactions were blocked, and the website name was masked (Fig. 1). After
visiting each website, the participants were asked to determine if the
site was a reliable information source: yes, maybe, no.
Every participant visited one controversial site and one verified
site, so that we could evaluate how participants interact with M IS V IS
in both cases. The two websites were presented in random order to
guard against order effect (i.e., controversial →verified, or verified
→controversial) We sampled 10 controversial and 10 verified sites
with at least one 1-hop and 2-hop neighbor, to allow us to evaluate
whether the participants could easily use and understand M IS V IS
even with more complex connectivity (G1).
5.2

Results

After using M IS V IS, the participants were asked to answer 5-point
Likert-scale questions about M IS V IS’s usability and usefulness for
assessing website reliability [21, 22]. Fig. 4 summarizes the results
from the 139 participants who correctly answered at least two of
the three quality-check questions (we excluded 11 participants who
incorrectly answered two or all questions). Overall, participants
rated M IS V IS favorably. They enjoyed using M IS V IS, and found it
helpful and was easy to use and understand.
Participants could easily use and understand M IS V IS. The average ratings for all the questions about the overall usability of M IS V IS
and its features were above 4. In particular, many participants commented that M IS V IS was easy to use. (e.g., “It was laid out nicely
and easy to understand.”)
Node-link diagrams for hyperlink connectivity were easy to understand and helpful (G1). The understandability and helpfulness
of M IS V IS’s node-link diagram design received high ratings. We
are excited that non-experts could easily understand such graph
based visualization, because this discovery contributes to the body
of knowledge of the larger area of visualization, in addition to misinformation research; such a large-scale study has not been performed

before. Many participants found the animated edges enhanced their
understanding. (e.g., “It showed the connections instantly and easily.
It was fun to use, and the animation helped easier understanding
and was relaxing.”)
M IS V IS helped participants assess website reliability and connectivity. Many participants gave high ratings to the questions about
the helpfulness of M IS V IS. After visiting the controversial websites, 95 out of 139 participants determined the sites to be indeed
controversial, 30 were undecided; only 14 thought they were reliable.
For the verified websites, 88 determined the sites to be reliable, 40
were undecided. Our results provided strong empirical evidence for
M IS V IS’s effectiveness in helping assess website reliability.
Hyperlink connectivity helped participants assess website reliability. Participants commented that knowing a website’s hyperlink
connectivity enhanced their assessment confidence (e.g., “ Legitimacy of a website’s connections bolsters its trust.”, “Knowing that
a website is connected to reliable websites gives me comfort.”).
This finding validated our problem abstraction of explaining website
reliability via visualizing hyperlink connectivity.
Interstitial visualization enhances M IS V IS’s ease of use (G3).
M IS V IS was displayed interstitially [22], over the website’s blurred
contents. One of the participants said “I found this tool useful as
I could see the reliability of the website without clicking anything,
therefore save me time”, echoing the benefit of the interstitial design.
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Label Wording for Website Reliability. Through close discussion
with domain experts, we established three criteria to provide accurate and unbiased labels for website reliability (G2): (1) the labels
should be easily understandable for general users, (2) they should
encompass all types of false information, and (3) they should be
neutral, not to offend users. For example, at first, we labeled each
website’s reliability as misinformation, reliable, or unlabeled. However, the domain experts pointed out that the term misinformation
might not cover all types of false information (e.g., disinformation),
and that users could feel offended if the sites they often visited were
labeled as misinformation. Thus, we adopted the controversial label,
which is more neutral than misinformation. Likewise, we adopted
the verified label to convey that labels had verifiable sources.
Revealing Reliability Label Sources. We learned that revealing
the sources for the website reliability labels significantly increases
the credibility of M IS V IS [19, 33] (G2). The earlier designs of
M IS V IS did not mention where the reliability labels came from.
On a pilot study, multiple participants were concerned about the
potential biases in the reliability labels and wondered how the labels
were determined. We therefore added a statement at the bottom of
the Main Window to clearly state the sources: “Reliability labels
are based on credible sources: Columbia Journalism Review, Media
Bias Fact Check, FakeNewsNet.” (Clicking the sources would bring
the users to their websites.) In our large-scale study, as a result, far
fewer participants were concerned about the credibility of M IS V IS.
7 C ONCLUSION AND F UTURE W ORK
We present M IS V IS, a web-based interactive visualization tool to
help users assess the reliability of a website and understand how the
website is involved in spreading false information on the World Wide
Web and social media, by visualizing hyperlink connectivity of the
website and summarizing key characteristics of the Twitter accounts
that mention the site. Through a large-scale user study, we validate
that M IS V IS successfully facilitates users to identify and understand
false information on the web. We plan to deploy M IS V IS as a web
browser extension for broader impact and improved usability.
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